Minutes for Phone HP Core Group Phone Conference – 21 Feb 2010
Present:

Barbara Gibb, Sandra Neill, Michelle Richecoeur, Corinne Murray, Myffie James and
Robert Gibb.

Apologies:

Tracey Park

Chair:

Myffie

Minutes:

Michelle

WEBSITE REFLECTIONS

Huge congratulations offered to Barbara for all her work on the new website (and for all the help she
received). Some additions still required – brochures, Peta’s writings (for which she has given
permission). Barbara also to approach Barbara Langton and others for permission to use some of
their writings on the website. Sandie reported great success using the HP Slide Resource. Barb to
send Sandie a high resolution file for printing. Barbara to assess if any Core Group help required for
further website work.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT WEEKEND 2010
Barbara and Robert have arranged accommodation in Raumati South on the Kapiti Coast. The dates
are Friday 28th – Sunday 30th May inclusive for which a deposit has already been paid. These dates
were arranged around Peta’s travelling as her presence was essential for the assessors and
mentoring workshops. Myffie and Barbara have drafted a schedule for the weekend which will be
forwarded to the Core Group.
Discussion was held regarding fees for the workshops. A $25 fee was proposed for the Hakomi
workshop as this was considered personal development. It was suggested that the Mentoring and
Assessors workshops be free as these are considered to be Guild Development.
Barbara proposed a Day Rate for people attending for pulsing only - $10 was recommended.
Barbara to compose an email outlining all this for the Core Group. Myffie noted an email could be
sent to all members in advance of the next Ripples to alert them to the upcoming Professional
Development Weekend.
ASSESSOR TRAINING WORKSHOP
Pate and Barbara Langton have both agreed to co-facilitate the Assessor Training Workshop.
Barbara G anticipates that trainees will “self-select” with the Core Group forming the basis of the
training group. Myffie to compose an email with Peta’s suggestions, aims etc and for the Core
Group to respond by indicating potential trainees outside the Group. Barbara noted one Core group
Member will be seeking Assessment and asked if it ok for them to receive training and assessment
within such a short time frame. Bobbie-Joe has not yet indicated his level of interest in an Assessor
role.
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RIPPLES
An Editor is required for the next issue of Ripples. Editorial due 31 March. Barbara to send out a
prompter email to the Editorial team.
MENTORING WORKSHOP
Discussion was held around how to offer mentoring which one of the membership benefits. Items
discussed included session limits, payment rates, potential for Guild “service” and APC professional
development hours. Michelle to compose an email to get the ball rolling for the Core Group.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Myffie requested that everyone keep on their toes and attentive to the HP emails flowing out over
the next few weeks.
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